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A: This is the result of HTML entities being replaced with actual characters. What is happening is that your browser is trying to interpret the "&" in the string as
the closing tag of a "script" element. But then it interprets it as the character reference, which again means that it's giving you the actual character and not the

HTML entity. You can fix this by either typing the "Â" and "&" characters by hand, or by typing the HTML entity reference (usually by sticking "&" in front of
the character reference). Middle slot The middle slot is a jazz standard for string bass. It involves a very slow four-bar melody played against a fast third- and

fourth-quarter ostinato interspersed with different melodies. The common tunes are on 10 and 16, as well as on 17 and over, though the 16 can be played on any
other number. "Once More" uses this technique. Example: A — Melody 1 - slow down, ostinato, hold, alternate melody B — Slow down C — Oscillating

pickup (plays Eb) D — Normal pickup (plays Bb) E — Slow down F — Oscillating pickup (plays G) G — Normal pickup (plays C) A — Slow down B —
Oscillating pickup (plays F) C — Normal pickup (plays D) D — Slow down A — Oscillating pickup (plays G) B — Slow down C — Oscillating pickup (plays
F) D — Normal pickup (plays Bb) A — Slow down B — Normal pickup (plays F) C — Oscillating pickup (plays G) D — Slow down A — Oscillating pickup
(plays F) B — Slow down C — Oscillating pickup (plays F) D — Normal pickup (plays G) A — Oscillating pickup (plays F) B — Slow down C — Oscillating

pickup (plays G) D
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A: This is actually an issue with mpcVideo. It uses MPC-HTML which just wasn't compatible with the newer HTML5 MP4
spec. MPC-HTML is no longer supported as of MPC V. 11 which is why you're not seeing any videos on the web with this
format. If you search your network for mp4s, you may be able to find the videos you've previously captured. If not, you can

either use MPC Mp4 to convert them to MP4 again or try one of the standalone MP4 to MP4 transcoders if you're just looking
for a quick fix. Q: Swift Cocoa Pointer Resizing I have a UIButton subclass which I am placing on the view controller's view.
As the UITableViewCell's height is different for every cell, this button should resize to the right height. In objective-C it was
rather easy to do, since I had control over the view and could resize it easily with sizeThatFits:. How can this be done in swift?
This is what I have tried so far but it seems not to work: let button = UIButton(frame: CGRect(x: 150, y: 50, width: 10, height:

20)) button.titleLabel?.font = UIFont(name: "Helvetica-Bold", size: 15) button.layer.borderWidth = 1 button.layer.cornerRadius
= 7 let resizeBtn = UITapGestureRecognizer() resizeBtn.addTarget(self, action: #selector(self.resizeImage(recognizer:)))

button.addGestureRecognizer(resizeBtn) view.addSubview(button) A: First you need to add button to UITableViewCell as
IBOutlet: class ItemCell : UITableViewCell { @IBOutlet weak var myButton: UIButton! } Second you need to add action when

user will tap on button. It's also possible to add action while viewDidLoad, but in your case it's better to add at the time tap
gesture happens: 3e33713323
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